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Abstract  

Today’s Henan Mongol Autonomous County is located in the southeastern part of present-day Qinghai Province, in 

the northeastern part of the Tibetan plateau. This historical pastoral area South of the Yellow River is a border area 

where, a milieu was created due to the long-term mutual contacts between Tibetans and Mongols, in which specific 

local customs, language patterns, and social communities have emerged. The initial turning point in their ethnical and 

cultural identity was the integration into the modern Chinese State in 1954, followed by ethnic classification. Moreo-

 er  the local pastoral Mongol and Ti etan populations ha e  een transformed into  minority nationalities   is-  -vis 

the Han Chinese, and many Tibetans even were classified as Mengguzu (Mongols), however, perceived as Tibet-

Mongols (Tib. Bod Sog) by themselves and their neighbours. By looking at the outstanding historical figure of Tashi 

Tsering, the last Mongol qinwang of the Henan grasslands at the Sino-Tibetan borderlands, this paper examines how 

the people of the Henan grasslands integrate their memory of the local traditional leader into their identity construc-

tion, and how they revive their Mongolness despite their seclusion from other Mongol communities. 
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Аннотация 

В статье речь идет о скотоводческом районе к югу от р. Хуанхэ в пров. Цинхай  называемом Хэнань (не путать 

с пров. Хэнань). Это пограничная область  где вследствие продолжительных контактов между тибетцами  

и монголами возникла общность со специфическими местными обычаями  особенностями языка и социаль-



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ных отношений. Начальным пунктом в сложении ее этнической и культурной идентичности стало включение 

в современное китайское государство в 1954 г.  за которым последовала и этническая классификация. В ре-

зультате местное монгольское и тибетское скотоводческое население превратилось в «национальные мень-

шинства» по отношению к этническим китайцам (ханьцам)  а многих тибетцев записали в монголы (кит. мэгу 

цзу)  хотя их соседи и они сами воспринимали себя как тибето-монголов (тиб. Bod Sog). В статье исследуется  

как насаждаемая государством память создает новое мифологизированное героическое повествование о мест-

ном политическом лидере периода превращения управлявшихся монголами степей Хэнани в Хэнань-Мон- 

гольский автономный уезд провинции Цинхай в терминах строительства современного китайского государст-

ва. Речь идет о последнем цинване и первом руководителе автономного уезда – Таши Церинг (1919/20–1966). 

В официальных свидетельствах  документах «для внутреннего пользования»  как и в памяти местного сооб-

щества, Таши Церинг – реабилитированная посмертно жертва Культурной революции – является «этнической 

героиней» и символом местной «монгольскости». Благодаря Таши Церинг (монг. Даши Цэрен) большинство 

населения Хэнань-Монгольского автономного уезда конструирует свою монгольскую этническую идентич-

ность. Статья демонстрирует  как открытый в 2009 г. Мемориальный дворец-музей цинвана обсуждает и соз-

дает смыслы этнической и национальной идентичности. В статье дается обзор представленной в музее мест-

ной монгольской истории автономного уезда. 
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Introduction 

 

The construction of cultural memory is always a precondition for the emergence of a distinct 

sense of  elonging and community  which is premised on the groups’ own local history: their spe-

cific local and personal experiences. Hence, this article considers one example of a local leader who 

was the dri ing force for the transformation from a Mongol  principality  (qinwang guo 亲王国) 

into a Mongol autonomous county, and who  ecame the local ‘ethnic heroine’ as well as a sym ol 

for Mongol nationality by representing her ethnicity: Tashi Tsering (Tib. bKra shis Tshe ring, Chin. 

Zhaxi Cairang, Chin. 扎西才让 or 扎喜才让) (1919/20–1966), the last qinwang 亲王 (Tib. chin 

wang, Manchu: cin wang)  1, Princess of the First Order, of the Hequ grasslands and the first county 

governor of Henan Mongol Autonomous County (MAC) (Henan Mengguzu Zizhixian 河南蒙古族

自治县, Tib. rMa lho sog rigs rang skyong rdzong), situated within contemporary Huangnan Ti-

betan Autonomous Prefecture (Huangnan Zangzu Zizhizhou 黄南藏族自治州, Tib. rMa lho bod 

rigs rang skyong khul) in the south-eastern part of Qinghai pro ince within the People’s Repu lic of 

China (PRC) 2. Up to now, Tashi Tsering is praised and even officially remembered, as for instance 

                                                 
1 In regard to the historical title of qinwang, Prince of the First Order, of the Henan grasslands, due to the lack of pri-

mary sources, secondary sources disagree on further details. Rock [1957, p. 47–48] claims that in 1718, the fifth son of 

Gushri Khan, Yile Darji 伊勒都济 better known by his Mongolian title Boshogd Darji (Boshuoketu jinong 博硕克图  

济农) or also with his Manchu title doro-i giyūn wang (Chin. duoluo chunwang 多罗君王), went to Beijing where he was 

promoted to the title of Huang Henan qinwang 黄河南亲王 by Emperor Kangxi. Whereas according to Perdue [2005,  

p. 245], the qinwang title was given to Tsagan Tenzin, known also as Erdeni Jinong sometime before 1723, to encourage 

him to fight against the powerful Lobsang Tenzin. In regard to Tsagan Tenzin, Petech [1966, p. 282] claims that he be-

came a beile 贝勒 (Prince of Third Order) in 1701, a junwang 君王 (Prince) in 1718, and a qinwang in 1723. For a more 

detailed explanation of the titles, see: Yang [1969] and Romanovsky [1998]. By referring to Diemberger and Dhondup 

[2002, p. 202], the title qinwang was received by Tsagan Tenzin from Emperor Yongzheng after the powerful rebellion in 

1723 which sealed the integration of the various Mongol groups into the Qing empire. On the rebellion, see Kato [1993]. 

However, from that time until the twentieth century, the Henan grasslands were politically self-governed by Mongol qin-

wang rulers  who were supposedly the  most significant agents of cultural standardization in Henan  [Roche  2015  p.  9]. 
2 
This Mongol enclave has been so far addressed by only few Western researchers, such as Diemberger [2002; 2007], 

Dhondup [2002]  Roche [2015]  and Wallen öck [2016; 2017; 2019a; 2019b]. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

stated by an elderly member of the Communist Party in 2014,  Comrade Tashi Tsering keeps al-

ways living in our hearts . Moreover, in the book Fengfan changcun 风范长存 ( Merits Fore er )  

published for the 40th commemoration of her death, a former comrade of Tashi Tsering praises her 

officially:  

On 21 Octo er 2006  […] [o]n this day  exactly 40 years ago  our Party lost a sincerely cooperating  loyal-

hearted, critical friend; the cause of the CPPCC has lost a comrade, who was diligent and dedicated to her work, 

and brave in her devotion [Han, 2006, p. 1, translation by the author]. 

As a symbol of Mongolness, images and artefacts associated with her are disseminated even by 

the local government, for instance by having opened the Mansion as a Museum heritage site in 2009, 

wherein the qinwang lineage is the main theme. Despite the fact that the building is officially re-

ferred to as the Palace of Happiness and Tranquillity (Tib. Pho brang bde skyid rab brtan, Chin. 

Funing gong 福宁宫), this article will use the English term ‘Mansion’ as it used to be the Mansion 

of the qinwang Tashi Tsering and the new name is not known by locals. The museum complies with 

government demands and contains a lot of artefacts associated with Tashi Tsering – not only per-

sonal items, but also her furniture. However, the main attraction is the Mansion itself, as a memorial 

to the qinwang lineage on one hand, and as a memorial to Tashi Tsering on the other hand. Hence, 

this paper presents issues which are interwoven with the history of the contemporary Henan MAC 

and the representation of local history of the Communist Party of China (CPC); the museum plays  

a major role in the construction of collective identity by providing narratives of the past which are 

associated with the national history and the legacy of the central government of the people of the 

Henan grasslands. Drawing on field research in Henan MAC in spring 2014 and summer 2017, it is 

clear that the Mansion provides a vehicle for bridging the Mongol-Tibetan, as well as the Sino-

Mongol, relations in this area through exhibiting tradition, modernity, and ethnic identity: through-

out the museum, emphasis is put on the restoration of socialist values, as well as on the increase-

ment of patriotism and nationalism among the local population by presenting Tashi Tsering as local 

heroine and not to forget the ‘heroism’ of the Chinese Communist Party ‘li erating’ the ‘old soci-

ety’ of the Mongol grasslands. In fact  the Mansion turned into a memorial and education base, as 

well as into a protected heritage site and museum. Moreover, the museum determines and narrates 

the politicized reconstructed national past.  

 

Museum, History and Collective Memory 

 

Museums are part of the culture of remembrance. In China, museums promote China’s ‘splen-

did’ culture and particularly the development process under the leadership, the principles and gov-

erning philosophy of the CPC, and also the good character of Chinese people and their efforts to 

maintain stability and unity. In terms of the PRC  museums ‘ha e  een used as tools  y the State  

to propound officially sanctioned  iews of modern history ’ as well as  eing ‘pedagogical tools for 

the teaching of Party history to the masses’ [Denton, 2005, p. 567]. In fact, museums are the key 

institutions responsible for shaping public memory for the purpose of consolidation of the CPC’s 

State ideology and creating national unity. Museums reinforce nationalist feelings among the popu-

lation, emphasising the grand narrative inspired by socialist nationhood and the communist revolu-

tion [Denton, 2014, p. 26]. The Mansion is part of a State-sponsored memory initiative aiming to 

legitimize the past through the eyes of China’s historiography  with an emphasis on the Henan 

Mongols’ loyalty towards the Qing empire, Republican China as well as the Modern Chinese State. 

However, the Mansion is not only a museum but also a memorial site, therefore, by looking at 

the last qinwang Tashi Tsering  the definition of ‘memorial museum’ gi en  y the International 

Committee of Memorial Museums  3 is as follows: 

                                                 
3 International Committee of Memorial Museums, http://icmemo.mini.icom.museum/about/aims-of-ic-memo/ (date of 

access 06.12.2021). 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The purpose of these Memorial Museums is to commemorate victims of State, socially determined and ideo-

logically motivated crimes. The institutions are frequently located at the original historic sites, or at places chosen 

by survivors of such crimes for the purposes of commemoration. They seek to convey information about histori-

cal events in a way which retains a historical perspective while also making strong links to the present.  

The Mansion is used as a mechanism for legitimating the Henan MAC Mongol ethnic group in 

the eyes of the Central government. This memorial museum serves as a centre for education, docu-

mentation, and history-telling which should expand knowledge about the context of the qinwang 

lineage, and its relations with the Chinese territory. In brief, this museum is devoted to the history 

of the qinwang lineage with carefully selected and constructed exhibitions of cultural artefacts, 

early revolutionary historical materials of the working committee, and personal objects including 

daily items from Tashi Tsering. Moreover, texts, pictures, and objects displayed reflect the history 

of the qinwang lineage  all em edded into China’s presentation of national history. Intriguingly, 

during the author’s stays in the Henan MAC, when mentioning the first qinwang, all interviewees 

repeatedly mentioned the importance of Tashi Tsering, but emphased that Tsagan Tenzin (Tib. Tshe 

d ang  stan ‘dzin  Chin. Cahan Danjin 察罕丹津) was the first qinwang, reigning from 1725 until 

1735, and Tashi Tsering was the tenth and last one. Thus, bridges are built between the past, the 

present, and future. Memory about the past is restored to understand the present situation, which is 

needed to explain the attitude of the Henan Mongols towards the Chinese State. Hence, this mu-

seum is one of the institutional forms in which the local Mongol community shape its collective 

identity based upon the historical figure of Tashi Tsering as well as Tashi Tsering in her position as 

qinwang, in addition to the powerful position as a leading figure, who was the one enforcing the 

local Mongol community transition from a traditional to modern society. Both in the official record 

and in the memory of the local community, Tashi Tsering is credited with having sustained and re-

vived Mongolian identity in Henan MAC. She even became an ethnic hero [Dhondup and Diember-

ger, 2002, p. 217]. 

 

The qinwang Mansion 

 

The local government opened the memorial Mansion of the traditional Mongol rulers in Nyinta 

township (Ti . Nyin mtha’  Chin. Ningmute宁木特) in Henan MAC on 28 May 2009. The original 

Mansion was built as a summer palace for the qinwang  y Tashi Tsering’s mother in 1941  finished 

in 1947, and demolished in course of the rebellion in 1958. Then, in 2007, the government re-

constructed the Mansion which now serves as a museum. 

The main building of the Mansion was built on the ruins of the original Mansion, and over three-

storeys combines Han-Chinese, Mongolian, and Tibetan architectural styles. The twenty-five stairs 

up to the main building is said to symbolize the lifetime of the ninth qinwang, who passed away at 

the age of twenty-five. The length of the Mansion is forty-six meters, referring to the forty-six years 

of lifetime of Tashi Tsering; the reversed number of sixty-four symbolizes the life of her mother, 

Lumotso. The height of the mansion is twelve metres  referring to Tashi Tsering’s twel e-year reign 

as the last qinwang (see figure, 1). Altogether, this memorial Mansion comprises three parts: The 

Exhibition Hall of Culture and Art of Henan County (Henan Mengguzu Zizhixian wenshi chenlie 

guan 河南蒙古族自治县文史陈列馆), the Early Office of the CPC Henan Mongol Banners Work-

ing Committee (Zhonggong Henan Mengqi gongwei zaoqi bangongchu 中共河南蒙旗工委早期办

公处), and the Mansion of the former qinwang (Quge qinwang fu 曲格亲王府). In the former, the 

single room, exhibits objects of the qinwang and other local leaders – such as saddles, weapons, and  

a leather wallet. 

In the Early Office of the CPC Henan Mongol Banners Working Committee there is an exhibi-

tion of the periods  efore  during  and after  li eration   starting with an introduction in Chinese 

language on the ruling system  efore  li eration   followed  y a  rief explanation of the Mongol 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Banners and the  li eration   the period of conflicts with the Ma-warlords 4, and finally a descrip-

tion of the establishment of Henan MAC. The various texts are highlighted with black-and-white 

photos featuring trilingual (Chinese, Tibetan, and English) subtitles, on a red wall. All photos high-

light  peaceful  li eration and the friendship  etween the mem ers of the People’s Li eration Army 

(PLA) and the locals. 

 

 
 

In the Qinwang Tashi Tsering Museum: 

1 – the mansion (museum building); 2 – hall of ancestors; 3 – throne; 4 – depiction of the event on 20 September 1949, 

when qinwang Tashi Tsering goes to Labrang to welcome the PLA to come to the Henan grasslands. All photos made by 

the author 

В музее цинвана Таши Цэринг: 

1 – дворец (здание музея); 2 – зал предков; 3 – трон; 4 – изображение событий 20 сентября 1949 г.  когда цинван 

Таши Цэринг отправилась в Лабранг приветствовать бойцов НОАК  вступивших в степи Хэнани. Все фото автора 

 

 

Entering the Main Hall of the Mansion, there is a portrait of Genghis Khan in its centre, and to 

its sides, there are portraits (see figure, 2) of all ten qinwang and brief biographies. In the other 

rooms of the first floor of the Mansion there are exhibitions of objects and texts, mainly regarding 

the Labrang Monastery. The second floor features the living quarters of the last qinwang. In the liv-

ing room  the displayed o jects reflect Tashi Tsering’s personal interests in music. On the same 

floor, there is a room with her throne (see figure, 3), and on the surrounding walls are photos and 

portraits of various local leaders. There is also a room for a Buddhist altar and an adjoining guest 

room for Jamyang Zhepa (Ti . ’Jam d yangs  zhad pa  Chin. Jiamuyang Xie a 嘉木样协巴),  

a lineage of incarnations with its primary seat at Labrang monastery, and his throne, above which 

                                                 
4 On the Ma-warlords, reference is given to Shi Lun [2006]. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

hang portraits and photos of all the incarnations. Having an extra room for Jamyang Zhepa indicates 

the relationship between the Henan qinwang and the Labrang monastery 5. 

 

“Qinwang” Tashi Tsering (1919/20–1966) 
6
 

 

Tashi Tsering was born around December 1920. She is the daughter of Lumantso (Tib. kLu 

sman mtsho, Chin. Lanmancuo 兰曼措 or Luge 鲁阁) 7 and Paljor Rabten (Tib. dPal ’byor rab brtan, 

Chin. Balezhu’er La udan巴勒珠尔啦布坦) 8. After the sudden death of her brother Kunga Paljor 

(Ti . Kun dga’ dPal ’byor, Chin. Gengga Huanjue 更嘎环觉) on the thirteenth day of the sixth 

month in 1940 (which is, according to the Gregorian calendar, 17 July 1940 9), the unmarried Tashi 

Tsering ascended the throne as the tenth qinwang in 1940 10. Because Tibetan and Mongolian soci-

ety was predominantly patriarchal and patrilineal, it was a shock when the last male successor of the 

qinwang throne suddenly passed away and a female was assumed heir to the throne. Thus, Lu-

mantso not only took care of succession but also had a great influence on her daughter, as described 

by Xiao Ying 萧瑛 in a newspaper article:  

Her name is Tashi Tsering  […] She is categorized as Mongolian (Mengguzu 蒙古族), but in terms of social 

habit and custom (she is) tibetanized. She does not know the Mongolian script, cannot speak Mongolian, but 

knows Tibetan well and now she is learning Chinese. If you do not know that she was a descendant of the royal 

lineage  you would not think that Genghis Khan is her ancestor. […]. She is gentle and has soft and peaceful gen-

erous manners  […]  without any air of arrogance  […]. She keeps sitting next to her mother, looking like an obe-

dient child, staying quiet when mother has a con ersation with some ody else. […] making cautious inquiries and 

seems to show her appro al or understanding her mother’s opinion (Funü yuekan 妇女月刊 The Women’s 

Monthly Magazine, Vol 4, Issue 4; cited from: [Han, 2006, p. 134], translation by the author). 

This report indicated that the success of Tashi Tsering is based on her ability to utilize her gen-

der role as a key tool to achieve over-all respect 11. Much emphasis is put also on Tashi Tsering’s 

educational background, which is important for the Chinese who regard neighbouring peoples as 

less educated, which cannot be applied to Tashi Tsering.  

In 1943, Tashi Tsering married to Gompo Namgyal (mGon po rnam rgyal; Amgon) or also 

known by his Chinese name Huang Wenyuan 黄文源, son of Apa Alo, known also as Huang 

                                                 
5 For further reading on the relationship between the Henan qinwang and Labrang monastery, see Nietupski [2011]. 
6 Besides the book Fengfan changcun, which was the fundamental source for the chronological biographical report  

on Tashi Tsering, written by Guomaoji [2011], general information on Tashi Tsering is provided by Henan xian zhi, 

Huang He Nan Menggu zhi and Henan Mengguzu zizhixian gaikuang. In any other academic papers, besides Dhondup and 

Diemberger [2002] and Wallen öck [2019 ], she is only mentioned as the tenth and last qinwang and zhasake 扎萨克, 

banner commander, of the Oirat Khoshut Front Banner of contemporary Henan MAC, but no further detailed information 

is given.  
7 In commemoration of the 50th anni ersary of Lumantso’s death  the Henan MAC’s local go ernment e en pu lished 

an inner-party book, in which Lumantso is represented as the saviour of qinwang genealogy as well as the one who paved 

the way for the Communist Party to enter the Henan grasslands after 1949. Locally, Lumantso is better known with her 

epithet A ma tsang, respectfully meaning  mother . In the Buddhist context, the epithet Great Mother mainly refers to the 

figure of Prajñāpāramitā  the em odiment of transcendent wisdom. Moreover, she had indeed enormous (informal) influ-

ence on political outcomes.  
8 Paljor Ra ten’s year of death is uncertain and consequently so is the certainty of Tashi Tsering’s  iological father. 

According to Dhondup and Diemberger [2002, p. 207] and Nietupski [2011, p. 172], the year of Paljor Ra ten’s death is 

dated to be 1916. Whereas Tashi Tsering’s son Kalsang Choji Wangchuk (Tib. sKal bsang chos kyi dbang phyug, Chin. 

Gasang Queji Wangxu 尕桑确吉旺旭) [Han, 2006, p. 20] as well as any other official sources believe the year of his 

death to be dated around 1919. Even though the dates of his death differ, the legitimacy of Tashi Tsering’s descent from 

qinwang lineage is not questioned as long as the biological father shared the same rus (bone) as Paljor Rabten. Tashi 

Tsering is rumoured to be the daughter of Paljor Ra ten’s  rother [See: Dhondup, Diemberger 2002, p. 207]. 
9 In the Annals of Henan County [2012, p. 456] the date of his death is said to be 12 July 1940. 
10 Sa Renna [2011  p. 31] dates Tashi Tsering’s enthronement to 1941  the same year as her marriage with Huang 

Wenyuan, whereas in Fengfan changcun the year of their marriage is set to have been in 1943.  
11 The gender ideal and stereotypes deployed by society and the women themselves in Tibet are discussed in Women 

in Tibet edited by Gyatso and Havnevik [2005]. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zhengqing 黄正清 12, a prominent figure from Labrang 13. This (political) marriage 14 between 

Mongols and Tibetans was an important stroke against the Muslim power of the Ma family; during 

the Republican era, contemporary Qinghai pro ince was ‘a patchwork of more or less autonomous 

clan- and monastery- ased polities and estates  […]’ who had not  notes Rohlf  y quoting a Chinese 

writer  ‘yet escaped from the systems of kings and princes’ [Rohlf , 2016, p. 7]. At this point, one 

should be aware and reflect the complicated history of marriage alliances and competing networks 

during that period of time, sometimes even cutting across ethnic boundaries.  

Then, while attending the National Congress in Nanjing, Tashi Tsering and her husband became 

members of the Guomindang (GMD) as local representatives on 12 March 1947. At that time, Tashi 

Tsering was cele rated as the  Queen Eliza eth of China’s frontier  (Zhongguo bianjiang Yilisha-

bai 中国边疆的伊丽莎白) in the Chinese media from the Guomindang: the Zhongyang Ribao 中央

日报 (Central Daily News), Xibei Ribao 西北日报 (Northwest Daily), and the Funü Yuekan 妇女 

月刊 (The Women’s Monthly Magazine). Later  she was also called  Eliza eth of the East  (Dong-

fang de Yilishabai 东方的伊丽莎白) and / or  Elizabeth of Qinghai  (Qinghai de Yilishabai 青海

的伊丽莎白) [Han, 2006, p. 145]. It is supposed that these refer to British Queen Elizabeth I, be-

cause she has been a regent of a golden time and a woman. Elizabeth I must be, at least in the con-

text with Tashi Tsering, exclusi ely seen as an icon of  Britishness   hence  in Repu lican China 

she was associated with  the prestigious British royalty  and used as  a marker of ethnic Mongolian 

support for the Guomindang  [Dhondup, Diemberger, 2002, p. 211].  

Returning to her behaviour in terms of political power, in August 1949 Tashi Tsering accompa-

nied her hus and and his father to pay tri ute to the arri ing People’s Li eration Army (PLA) in 

Lanzhou, and to show support for the Communist Party of China (CPC) as representative of 

Labrang and the Henan grasslands. This was a welcomed step for the CPC; they had been seeking 

support from local political leaders. As the leader of the Henan Mongols, Tashi Tsering (together 

with most of the local leaders) supported the leadership of the CPC during the upcoming  libera-

tion  of the Henan grasslands  y  ecoming a party mem er. She  elie ed in the CPC’s aim to inte-

grate border regions into the newly established Chinese State with Beijing and the CPC as centres 

of power, and in the economic development of the Henan grasslands.  

Following official local histories, the Working Committee of Henan Mongol Banner (Zhongguo 

gongchandang Henan Mengqi gongzuo weiyuanhui 中国共产党河南蒙旗工作委员会 ) was 

founded in Xining in June 1952, and subsequently the PLA officially arrived in the Henan grass-

lands on 11 August 1952, where they were warmly welcomed with local Tibetan and Mongolian 

songs and dances (see figure, 4). Whereas according to an informant, who was 73 years old at the 

time of the interview, recalled bloodshed by military forces. In fact, besides the warm welcome, 

‘there was in fact some resistance – perhaps quite significant resistance – from among the local 

population’ [Dhondup and Diemberger, 2002, p. 212].  

With the arrival of the PLA, Tashi Tsering took over several official positions within the CPC-

apparatus, which was in the local context quite unusual for a woman and especially as a member of 

the formerly aristocratic family at that time. In February 1954, Tashi Tsering was appointed as head 

of the organizing committee as well as a standing mem er of the Chinese People’s Political Consul-

                                                 
12 For more detailed and further readings on the Huang Family of Labrang, see Huang [1994] and Nietupski [2011]. 
13  In 1709, the first Amdo born was Jamyang Zhepa Nawang Tsondru (’Jam dbyangs bzhad pa Ngag dbang 

 rton ’grus) (1648–1721), disciple of the fifth Dalai Lama, was invited by Tsagan Tenzin to establish a monastery. The 

Henan Mongols took over the main responsibility for financing construction, and the Mongol ruler became the main spon-

sor. Throughout history, Labrang became the centre for almost all patterns concerning the local everyday life, and the 

qinwang became the most political powerful institution in that area, and not as it could be expected the Qing court in Bei-

jing. In the Huang He Nan Menggu Zhi [2010, p. 346] the relationship between Labrang and the qinwang is explained 

even more precisely:  […] La rang Monastery is not only supporting the religious acti ities of the Mongols   ut is also 

the centre of political  cultural  economic and trade acti ities of the Mongols South of the Yellow Ri er.  
14 The various views regarding this marriage can be found in the Henan Xian zhi [1996; 2010] and in Chen and Zhou 

[1995] for instance.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tative Conference (CPPCC) committee in Qinghai province. She was positioned as a symbol of her 

nationality within the Chinese State. On 16 October 1954, a second meeting was organized, focus-

ing on several topics such as the political structure, and the ‘nationality’(minzu)-question. Tashi 

Tsering was  elected  (xuan 选) ( ut most likely with the meaning of  appointed ) head of the new 

administrative organized area. This meeting was then followed by the proclamation of the Henan 

Mongolian autonomous Region (Henan Mengzu Zizhiqu 河南蒙族自治区) on 20 October 1954. 

Most of the Henan grassland’s population had  een classified as Mongol (Mengguzu 蒙古族) – but 

perceived themselves as Tibet-Mongols (Tib. Bod Sog) [Wallen öck, 2019b] – to obtain an 

autonomous status by being surrounded by Tibetans, and to place themselves as an independent 

party at the Sino-Tibetan borderland. Moreover, by then the former elite were officially transformed 

into servants of the people, since the newly established Chinese State intended to construct a ho-

mogenous state  y replacing the  old society . Politically  Tashi Tsering was used as a figurehead 

with all the trappings of power, but without normal agency, where actual decision-making is in the 

hands of the Han secretary and not the local non-Han leader [Wallen öck, 2019b]. 

In the following years, Tashi Tsering further accepted the responsibilities of duty as Vice-

Secretary General and Deputy Director of Qinghai‘s women’s federation  which makes her a quasi-

feminist heroine. Her work was mainly focused on the issues of amity between nationalities (minzu 

tuanjie 民族团结), religious affairs, and on stability in political affairs. 

Tashi Tsering acknowledged the central power of the CPC and its ideology by supporting the 

aim of equality among all minzu, and between men and women. Besides being a quasi-feminist, 

Tashi Tsering provided a good example of the ideal, traditional family life for people from the He-

nan grasslands. Despite her political obligations, Tashi Tsering went on a pilgrimage to Lhasa to 

gain merit for the soul of her deceased mother Lumantso in 1956. She returned to Henan MAC in 

1958, where some revolts had already occurred as a response to the implementation of new reforms 

from the Chinese government, or to the anti-right wing campaign, which aimed to develop the 

  ackwards  region within the modern Chinese State. According to the Henan xian zhi [1996,  

p. 731], on 3 May 1958, an armed counter-revolutionary revolt occurred in some places of Henan 

Region, described by some informants as   iolence and  loodsheds.  Then  during new administra-

tive reforms in June 1959, the name of the Henan grasslands was transformed into the Henan MAC 

with Tashi Tsering as the first head of the county. In 1960, she was sent to Beijing to the Central 

Nationality College to study together with other regional leaders for about one year to obtain a bet-

ter  education   an implicit expression for  ecoming  culti ated.   

After her return to Qinghai, she gained more prestige within the CPC, especially after her mar-

riage to her former cook Sherab (Tib. Shes rab, Chin. Xierebu 谢热布) in 1962. Having taken her 

former servant as her second husband would have been impossible before the take-over of the CPC, 

but due to the abolition of feudalism, this was a welcomed alliance between the former local hierar-

chies and was moreover used as a showpiece of communist ideology.  

Then  with the Cultural Re olution   ecause of her  irth and her  historical pro lems  (lishi 

wenti 历史问题) Tashi Tsering became the main target and victim of this movement as she was rep-

resenting the  Four Olds . One of her comrades recalls that in August 1966  Tashi Tsering was 

 o erthrown  (dadao 打倒), one month later she was accused of being a  re el faction  (zaofanpai 

造反派) and was forced to enter the  cowshed  (niupeng 牛棚). Then, on 20 October 1966, Tashi 

Tsering was picked up in a truck by a provincial delegation to be taken back to her family in Henan 

MAC.  

As reported in various written sources, after having arrived in Henan MAC in the early morning 

of 21 October 1966, she was arrested in a yurt. Then, in the afternoon. another session of criticism, 

denunciation, and beating took place which lasted until the late evening, which resulted in her death 

around 11 p.m. Her thirteen-year-old daughter Paljor Wangmo (Tib. dPal ’byor dbang mo, Chin. 

Huanjue Angmao 环爵昂毛) was the only witness of her terminal breath due to assumingly heart 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

pro lems. The official  ersion of her death was  suicide  y poison  (fudu zisha 服毒自杀)  15 [Han, 

2006, p. 72]. According to the Huang He Nan Menggu zhi [2010, p. 459]  she  could not  ear the 

attacks from all sides and to be criticized and denounced publicly for her errors, unfortunately she 

passed away  ecause of false accusations . The circumstances of her death are still uncertain.  

After her death  Tashi Tsering’s  ody was supposed to be cremated, a funeral which is tradition-

ally reserved only for royals, eminent monks, and  heroes  16. But, because of the time of her death, 

there has been a controversy regarding her funeral; according to people loyal to communist ideol-

ogy, she was supposed to get an earth burial, which has been interpreted by people loyal to her as 

humiliation. After the rehabilitation on 30 August 1980 in a great ceremony in Xining Hotel, her 

corpse was exhumed and then cremated. Since 1997, her relicts are kept in a stupa in the Assembly 

Hall of Labrang monastery. To the present day, many loyal people from the Mongol Banners con-

tinue to pay respect to the  Mongol heroine  and honour her  y  urning incense in front of her royal 

mansion in Labrang, a place where memory and history interact with symbolical significance.  

By performing the bodily action of going to pay respect to the former mansion of the qinwang, this 

terrestrial place becomes a place of memory, which belongs to the present as well as to a certain 

period of time reaching back into the past. However, the affiliation to the qinwang lineage made and 

still makes Tashi Tsering an important female political leading figure, a powerful player in exercis-

ing alliances in religious, military and political context by putting an emphasis on her  Mongolness .  

 

“Mongolness” 

 

Considering Khan’s argument that  there is no such […] category as the Mongol community or 

nation, but rather various local groups, whom the Chinese conveniently referred to as Mongols  

[Khan, 1995, p. 251]  the perception of Tashi Tsering as  eing the icon of  Mongolness  should  e 

questioned. For me,  Mongolness  in ol es consciousness constructed on shared  alues em odied 

in ethnicity, history, and beliefs. In the context of the Chinese State, icons such as the various He-

nan qinwang are used to represent  Mongolness  in superficial terms  y pointing out collecti e 

solidarity, which again is articulated by the State to construct Mongol identity to mark one’s loyalty 

in contrast with the neighbouring Tibetans. The local population identifies themselves with the terri-

tory of the historical Mengqi 蒙旗 (Mongolian Banners); the collective memory is shaped by relat-

ing to identity and space, whereas space is a place of remembering, a place in which elements of the 

past are co  led together. Thus  it can  e stated that the  Mongolness  of the Henan Mongols is not 

an artificial construct by the modern Chinese State as might be the common perception but refers to 

its history pillars [Wallen öck, 2019b].  

First, the reference to Mongol identity is belief in the Henan grasslands belonging to the ancient 

Mongol empire of Genghis Khan; secondly  (ficti e) descendants’ lineage from the qinwang tracing 

back to Genghis Khan; and third, the close relation to the Buddhist monastery of Labrang, which 

the qinwang used to be the patron of. Concerning power relations, the people of the Henan grass-

lands were not referred to as  peripheral  in history  as the Mongols per se used to be the actors of 

power-seeking in that area with Labrang as its centre. In fact, the relation between Labrang monas-

tery and the Mongol qinwang displays the existence of potentially strong rallying points for collec-

tive solidarity and loyalty among Tibetans and the Henan Mongols. Only after incorporation into 

the modern Chinese State in 1954 did the Chinese government try to make the Henan Mongols dis-

tinguish themselves from the surrounding Tibetans by referring to their cultural memory. This re-

treat into the  roots  has  een supported  y the Chinese State since the 1980s by developing ethnic 

consciousness as well as cultural identity among  national minorities  and  y reproducing stereo-

                                                 
15 On suicide in Buddhism, discussions, or accounts are extremely rare, and according to Delhey [2006] views on sui-

cide in the past and in modern times differ considerably.  
16 Qinwang Tsagan Tensin as well as his successors were cremated and their relics are kept in the Assembly Hall 

and/or the Kalacakra Temple of Labrang monastery. However, most of the relics were destroyed during a fire on April 7, 

1985. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

typic representations of  Mongolness . This State-sponsored strategy is based on the association 

with the historical Mongol presence in the region.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Contemporary Henan MAC invokes memories of the Mongol past in the Qinghai Tibetan areas, 

even though the Mongol population is ethnically described as being neither mainstream Mongol nor 

mainstream Tibetan; they are people of mixed descent. In a political context, the Henan MAC 

represents a  land in- etween  due to its historical  independence  from both the Chinese and Ti-

betan empires; but when considering historical sources, local rulers kept rather loyal to the imperial 

courts of the Yuan, Ming, and Qing Dynasties, especially during the transformation of the local 

autonomous rulers into the position of qinwang during the Qing Empire. Then, after the incorpora-

tion into the centralized modern Chinese State, the qinwang position was transformed into a posi-

tion as a local county governor.    

This paper shed light on the local political leading figure, the last qinwang and the first county 

governor named Tashi Tsering. In official records, documents for internal use, as well as in her 

(re)presentation in the Mansion, Tashi Tsering – victim of the Cultural Revolution, but posthu-

mously rehabilitated – is the local  ethnic heroine  and a sym ol for the local  Mongolness . 

Moreover, she is one of the reasons why most of Henan MAC’s population refer to their Mongol 

identity. In fact  the community’s sense of history is a powerful component for the construction of 

their identity. Images from the past legitimate the affiliation to a group and/or ones’ social status 

even more intensely, and additionally, ancestral links – even fictive ones – play an important role to 

prove the group’s or individual’s status. 

The primary event in the collective memory of the Henan Mongols is the incorporation of the 

Henan grasslands into the Qing Empire after the rebellion of 1723 and Tsagan Tenzin became their 

first qinwang. This  princely  authority, up until the incorporation into the Chinese State in 1954, is 

kept alive in the memory of the Henan Mongols. In terms of the people of the Henan grasslands, the 

Mansion museum and the stupa in the Main Assembly Hall of Labrang monastery are contested as 

places of memory. When the Henan Mongols try to reconstruct memory in their narrative, they 

hardly refer to the Henan MAC but to the Mengqi (Mongol Banners) and the qinwang – or with the 

Tibetan colloquial term rgyal mo – as their leading figure. Tashi Tsering was the last qinwang, who 

continues to be celebrated as a local  heroine  and the sym ol of  Mongolness . These rare attrib-

utes for a politically emancipated woman might have helped Tashi Tsering to manipulate the system 

(and the people) to her own advantage and might have made her a  heroine  due to her goodness 

and beauty. 

By having discovered their Mongol roots as a means to distance themselves both from the Han 

Chinese and the Tibetans, it implies that the Henan Mongols have adapted to and complied with 

national policies. But, at the same time, they identify themselves based on (historical) socio-

political experiences, and on local heritage. In sum, by using culture or culture-related issues for 

developing ethnic consciousness, Henan Mongols came to realize that when sharing at least a col-

lective, cultural identity, political and material benefits can be derived from that. It further shows 

that identity requires negotiation with the other; one needs to be aware of the past. Their attempt at  

a collective memory and identity was supported by political propaganda, the results of the civilizing 

projects financed by the centralized State.  
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